
CHAPTER - II 

Geo-political and Socio-religio-cultural Background 

Section -A 

Geo-political Background 

In order to understand the congenial condition for the spread of Vaishnavism and 
Vaishnavite culture in the district of Midnapore from the 16th century to the present day, its 
geo-political condition especially before the introduction of neo-Vaishnavism demands our 
close study. 

The district lies in the Burdwan division of West Bengal. It is the southern-most district 

of the state, situating between 21 °36' and 22°57' north latitude and between 86°33' and 
88°11' east longitude. It is the largest and most populous district of the state. According to 
Surveyor General of India and the Director of Land Records and Surveys(1l, it has an area 

of 5258.5 sq. miles and 5453 sq. miles respectively. Now the district of Midnapore consists 

of six Subdivisions, thirty-nine Thanas (police station), one Jila Parisad, fifty-two Block 
Development offices, four hundred and seventy Anchal Panchayets and 12758 villages. 12l 

The district is bounded on the north and north west by the districts of Bankura and 
Purulia respectively, on the east by the river Hooghly and its tributary the Rupnarayana 
separating it from the districts of Hooghly, Howrah and 24 Parganas. Its southern boundary 
is the coast line of the Bay of Bengal and the Haldia sea-port complex has been built on 
the south-eastern coast at the confluence of the river Hooghly and the Haldi. The western 
boundary is demarcated by the Balasore and Mayurbhanj districts of Orissa and the 
Singhbhum and Dhanbad distncts of Bihar. Thus as a frontier district it differs from other 
districts of undivided Bengal in many points socio-relig1o and cultural aspects as weli as 
geo-political background. 

The Origin of the name of Midnapore 

The district of Midnapore is certainly named after the town Midnapore. The word 
'Medinipur' (in Bengali) means the 'city of the world'. But the origin of this name is veiled 1n 

dark and unknown past; and all vary in their opinions about it. Mahamahopadhyay 
Haraprasad Shastri says that the town 'Medinipur' was established and named by a Hindu 
king Medinikar who wrote Medinikosh, a famous Sanskrit lexicon between 1200 to 1431 
A.D. 13 l But this view is not accepted by scholars. Another view is that the name originates 
from the name of Moulana Mustafa Madni who was awarded much landed property and 
wealth along with the charge of a masjid in the Midnapore town by Aurangazib. As the town 
possesses many masjids, abodes of Pirs and a large graveyard of the Pirs, it resembles 
the holy place of Madina. So the town comes to be known as Madinapur' alias Medinipur. 14 i 

But this opinion is not acceptable, as Abul Fazal has mentioned Medinipur in his J!.in-i-Akbar 
(1596 A.D.) much before the anecdote of Aurangazib. At that time Midnapore belonged to 

1. Bhowmick PK .. Socio-Cultural Profile of Forntier Bengal, p.1 0, Hunter, WW, Statistical Account of the District of 
Midnapore, p.1. 

2. Prepared from District Census Handbook (Midnapore), 1981. 

3. Basu, Jagesh Chandra, Medinipurer ltihas (First Ed. 1328 B.S.) pp. 42-43. 

4. Roy, Pranab, Medinipur Jelar Pratna Sampad, p.8. 
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Orissa. Orissa then consisted of five sarkars of which Jaleswar was one of them. O'Malley 
says that Midnapore was a notable city of sarkar Jaleswar.(s) 

Moreover, there are some villages bearing the name of 'Medinipur' in this district. One is 
in Digha P.S. under Contai sub-division, next is in Panskura P.S. of Tamluk sub-division and 
last in Binpur P.S. of Jharagram sub-division. Even two villages carry the same name 
'Medinipur' in the other districts like Bankura and West Dinajpur.(6) So it is not fully clear 

about the origin of the name of the city and the district of Midnapore. 

Geographically speaking, Midnapore is one of the most varied of the districts of West 
Bengal in respect of physical aspect. The district may be physically divided into the follow
ings parts - the north and the north - west comprise a portion of the eastern fringer of the 
Chota Nagpur Plateau having a hard laterite formation. The eastern part is purely alluvial 
land, watered by the river Hooghly and its tributaries. On the south-west and the south is "a 
maritime tract, subject to tidal waves and to the inroads of the sea.(7) 

The district as a whole has been very fertile since the early period owing to the exist

ence of numerous rivers and water courses which are subject to tidal influence. 

The district is well served by three big rivers-the Rupnarayana, the Kansi or Kansabati 
and the Subarnarekha. Though the river Hooghly does not intersect the district, it flows 
along its eastern boundary. But its tributaries the Rupnarayana, the Haldi and the Rasulpur 
and their sub tributaries make a large area of the district fertile. 

The Rupnarayana enters the district a few miles north-east of Ghatal and flows south
easternly to Tamluk and falls into the river Hooghly at Geonkhali. It follows a tortuous 
course along the boundary. At Kolaghat the Rupnarayana serves water for the power station 
(K.T.P.P.) The principal tributary of the Rupnarayan is the Silai or Silabati, Rennell refers to 
this river as the Rupnarayana in his map. Whereas in the maps of Gastaldi (1561 A.P.) and 
De Barros (1553-1613 A.P.) it is referred to as the Ganges (Ganga). Further in the map of 
Valentyn it is referred to as Patraghatta.(a) However, this river enters Midnapore from the 
Manbhum district (Bihar) on the north and passing through the north of the Midnapore 
Sadar Subdivision reaches the Ghatal subdivision. Taking a sharp turn to the north it finally 
falls in to the Rupnarayana at Bandar. four miles below Ghatal 

The next Tributary of the river Hooghly is the river Haldi. It i$ formed by the confluence 
of the Kasai and Keleghai opposite Tengrakhali on the western extremity of the Tamluk sub
division. It flows south - easterly and falls into the Hooghly river. It is very wide c..nd is navi
gable throughout the year.(9

) So the sea-port complexes like Oil Refinary, Hindusthan Liver, 
Dock Complex have been set up and the proposed project of Petro-Chemicals in under 
construction by the side of this river. 

The Kasai is the principal tributary of the river Haldi. In the Raghuvansa of Kalidas this 
river is referred to as Kapisa. It enters the district in the north - west from Bankura and 
follows a "tortuous course, running first south and south - west and then eastwards past 
the town of Midnapore which is situated on its north bank".(10) At Kapastikri the river is 

divided into two small branches. One runs north and meets the Rupnarayana and the other 

branch passes south - east and falls into the Haldi river near ltamogra in Mahisadal P.S. 

5. O'Malley, L.S.S., Bengal District Gazetteers: Midnapore, p.255. 
6. District Census Handbook (Midnapore), 1981, p.16. 

7. 0' Malley, L.S.S., Bengal District Gazetteers : Midnapore, pp. 1-2. 
8. l!;llij, pp. 9-10 

9 l!;llij, p. 7 
10. l!;llij, p.8 
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The Keleghai is the second tributary of the Haldi. It rises in the West of this district con

cerned and runs in an easterly direction by the police station of Narayangarh and Sabang 
till it unites with the Kasai to form the Haldia. 

The last and important tributary of the Hooghly within the Midnapore district is the 

Rasulpur river. It rises in the south - west of the district in the name of the Bagda river and 

flows easterly and passes through Kalinagar where it changes its name and in the name of 

Rasulpur it follows a south - easterly course. Then it falls into the Hooghly at Kaukhali un
der Contai sub-division. 

The Subarnarekha is an important river in the south west of the Midnapore district. It 

enters the district on the north - west from Dhalbhum. It runs into the south west of the 
Midnapore (Sadar) sub-division and interesects the Gopiballavpur police station. It flows 

south of Danton and enters into the Balasore districtl11 > (Orissa) and finally falls into the 
Bay of Bengal. 

Dulong is a tributary of the Subarnarekha. It raises in the Western part of the district 
and flows on laterite stone and jungle and falls into the Subarnarekha at Rohini village un
der Sankarail police station. 

Thus from the aforesaid distribution of rivers and sea it may be concluded that the dis
trict under review has ever been fertile for production of crops and vegetables. Tamluk (an
cient Tamralipta), a sub-divisional town of Midnapore and situated on the right bank of the 
river Rupnarayana, has ever been famous for agricultural productions as known from the 
testimony of Hiuen Tsang who records that the land of Tamralipta was moist laden; agricul
ture was of improved quality and there was sufficiency of fruits and vegetables.1 12

' A 
terracotta art specimen of agriculture scene of Sunga period has been found ·ircm Tamluk 
and is now preserved in Tamralipta Museum and Research Centre (TMPC).i13

> 

The district is well connected with other parts of Bengal nay India through water ways 
and iand routes. This district has a glorious historic past as we know well that ancient 
Tamralipta developed as a trade centre since the proto historic periodl 14> and maintained her 

fame as a trade centre and a port throughout the ancient period.i15 l As a sea port Tamralipta 
maintained trade relations with Ceylon, Persia, Arabia, Ethiopia, the Byzantine empire. 

China and the islands of the Indian Ocean. The sea routes from this port ran in three direc
tions.116> Through the land routes and water ways the whole of northern and eastern India 
linked with this famous port city of eastern India. Even in the mediaeval period "particularly 
during the last few centuries of the maritime and commercial activities of modern European 
peoples, Tamluk became quite an important place for business with the outside world". 117l 

Thus from our brief survey it may safely be concluded that the geographical position of 

Midnapore is quite different from other districts of undivided Bengal and as such !he inhabit

ants of this district inherit certain characteristic features namely boldness of character, 

11. J.Qkt, pp. 8-9. 
12. Bhowmick, Manoranjan, History, culture and Antiquities of Tamralipta, unpublished Ph.D. Thesis of Calcutta Univer-

sity, 1 994, p. 124. 

13. Mandai, P.K. Interpretation of Terracottas from Tamralipta, Pub. TMRC, Tamluk, 1987, p. 31 & Plate- 12. 
14. Das Gupta, P.C., The Archaeological Treasures of Tamralipta, p.4. 

15. Maity P.K., The Goddess Bargabhima- A study, Appendix, pp. 38-42. 

16. Ibid. 

17. Chatterjee, Suniti Kumar, Greetings Note, pub. in Udbodhani a Souvenir on the inauguration occasion of Tarnral1pta 
Museum and Research Centre, Tarnluk, Midnapore, 1975. 
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resistable attitude towards any exploitation whatsoever, toleration to different religious 
faiths, confidence on the leaders and so on. 

Politically this region under review has been ruled by several dynasties since the early 
period of history. In the ancient period the kingdom (janapada) of Tamralipta which included 
either the whole area of present Midnapore district or a major part of it is frequently men
tioned in literature as a distinct political region, simetimes as a part of a reighbouring king
dom. On many occasions. Tamralipta as a separate kingdom is referred to in the 
Mahabharata along with Vanga and Suhma.(18l 

However, the same state of condition did not continue throughout the ancient period. 
Greek and Latin writers refer to the kingdoms of Gangaridai (Gandaridai) and Prasioi in the 
region which now includes West Bengal and Bangladesh and possibly some adjoining ar
eas. The statements of these writers are so ambiguous that "it is not easy to determine the 
precise boundary line between the Gangaridai proper and the people styled the Prasioi who 
has their capital at Pataliputra. The evidence of Ptolemy suggests that in his days, or in 
those of the writers on whom he relies, the kingdom of which Pataliputra was the royal resi
dence, apparently extended as far as the Ganges and may have included Tamralipti (Italics 
mine). The Gangaridai lay beyond this territory. The exact political relationship between the 
Prasioi and the Ganaridai in the days of Alexander is not free from a certain amount of am
biguity".(19l Thus during the time of Alexander's invasion (Cica 324 - 323 B.C.) the kingdom 
of Tamralipta lost its independence. 

We have positive evidence that during the rule of the Mauryas Tamralipta was included 
within the Maurya Empire. Smith observes that the Asokan Empire comprised the whole of 
Bengal as far as the mouths of the Ganges where Tamralipta, the modern Tamluk, was the 
principal part".(20l Further, it is recorded in a Jaina text entitled Brihatkalpasutrabhashya that 
Tamliti (Tamralipti), the capital of Vanga, was one of the bhuktis or provinces of the Maurya 
Empire.(21 l It is also recorded by Hiuen-tsang that he saw many Asokan columns at 
Tamralipta which also throw light on the inclusion of Tamralipta within the Mauryan Em
pire.<22l 

During the rule of the Sungas (C.187-75 B.C.) and the Kushanas (C.15 B.C. - 176 A.D.) 
we do not have any positive evidence of the inclusion of "Tamralipta within the territories of 
these dynasties. Till the rise of the great conqueror Samundragupta of the Gupta dynasty, 
possibly the different parts of Bengal were then ruled by different ruling dynasties and it 
was Samudragupta who conquered all the kingdoms of Bengal including Tamralipta.'23l Most 
probably the Gupta rule continued till the end of the reign of Skandagupta (455-467 A.D.) 
and after his death many janapadas became independent. That Tamralipta was ruled 
independently can be proved from the testimony of Varahamihira who in his Brihat-Samhita 
(6th century A.D.) refers to Tamralipta as a janapada along with other janapadas of Ben
gal.(24) However, Tamralipa's independence did not last long as we find from the testimony of 
Dandin who is believed to have been flourished in the later half of the 6th Century A.D. 
Dandin in his work Dasakumaracharita mentions that Damalipta i.e. Tamralipta was included 

18. Ray, N.R., Bangalir ltihas (Adi-parva), Vol. I, pp. 141, 187; Majumdar, R. C. (Ed.), History of Bengal, Vol.-1, pp. 81: 
Raychandhuri, H. C., Studies in Indian Antiquities, pp. 206, 294 

19. Majumdar {Ed.) History of Bengal, Vol.-1, p. 43 
20. Smith, V. A., The Early History of India, p. 171. 
21. Chandra, Moti, Trade and Trade Routes in Ancient India, pp. 75-76. 

22. Roy, N. R. .QJ2&it, Vol. -1, pp. 436, 672. 
23. Das Gupta, K.K., "Bajnaik ltihase Prachio Tamralipta" in ltihaser Prekshapate Tamralipta. Ed. by Adhikan, 9, p. 113 
24. Roy, N. R., ~. Vol.-1, p.158 
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within the kingdom of Suhma.l25l Further, during the reign of Sasanka (606-637 A.D.) all the 
kingdoms of Bengal came under his suzerainty. Therefore since the later half of the century 
down to the end of the reign of Sasanka Tamralipta lost its independence. Hiuen-Tasang 
while travelling in Bengal shortly after the death of Sasanka mentions the names of five 
kingdoms of Bengal - viz Kajangala, Pundravardhana, Karnasuvarna, Tamralipta and 
Samatata. 126l Which possibly declared their independence after the death of Sasanka. 127

> 

Chronologically the next reference to Tamralipta as a janapada occurs along with other 
fifteen janapadas of eastern India in the Kavya - mjmansa of Rajsekhara who is be~ieved to 
have been flourished in the 9th or 1Oth century A.D.128 l It indicates that Tamralipta was then 
ruled independently. Among those fifteen janapadas the name of Suhma is mentioned which 
also throws light that Tamralipta was then existed as a separate janapada. Besides these 
references cited above many Puranas written between 1Oth to 12th centuries A.D. refer to 
Tamralipta as a district territory or a janapada of eastern India. Most of these Puranas men
tion the people of Tamralipta in course of mentioning the people of eastern countries. 129

> 

It is further to note that during the reigns of Dharmapala (~70-81 0 A.D.) and Devapala 
(81 0-850 A.D.) the district of Midnapore along with other part of Bengal came under the 
Palas. After that the Pala dynasty suffered from disintegration and taking advantage of it the 
different janapadas of Bengal declared independence. This period continued for more than 
sixty years when the Sulki King Maharajadhiraja Ranastambha of Orissa conquered a por
tion of Radha(30l which most probably included Midnapore. 

Further the Somavamsi rulers of Orissa who reigned from 929 -1118 A.D. conquered a 
greater part of the South West Bengal including Midnapore. "The Somavamsi Kir1r,Jdom thus 
extended from Midnapore district in the North to portions of Ganjam and Vizagapatam dis
trict in the south and from the Sambalpur - Sonepur and Raipur districts in the West to the 
sea in the East. In the palmy days of the Somavamsis their kingdom was fairly extensive 
and they were the masters of the entire sea coast territories from Dandakabhukti to 
Kalinga"l31 l However, during the reign of last Somavamsi ruler Mahasivagupta Karanadev 
(1110-1118 A.D.) the whole of the territory covering the district of Midnapore was lost. It 
was Rampala who not only recovered the territories of Bengal but also annexed some parts 
of OrissaY2

> Till his death on 1120 he possibly maintained his suzerainty on the conquered 
territories. 

During the reigns of Vijayasena {1 095-1158 A.D.) and Lakshmanasena (1178-1205 A.D.) 
of Bengal, the conflict with the kings of Orissa over the conquest of each other's territories 
continued. However, after the death of Lakshmanasena the territories covering the district of 
Midnapore came under the ruling dynasties of Orissa (Kalinga) who ruled till 1568 A.D. 133

' 

Though Nadia was conquered by Muhammad Bakhtiyar Khalji in 1202 A.D .. Midnaporc 
came under the Muslim rule in 1568 when the Suleman Karrani (1565 - 72 A.D.) of Afghan 
dynasty occupied Midnapore along with Orissa(34

> after defeating the last independent king 
of Orissa named Mukunda Deva (1559-68 A.D.) who traced his descent from the family of 
Eastern Chalukyas.(35 l Thus Midnapore came under the possession of Muslim rule. 

25. Dasakumarcharita, Uchahhavasa, VI, p. 287 
26. Beal, S., Buddhist Records of the Western World, Vol. 2, p. 193 
27. Ray, N. R. QQ&.i.t, Vol. p. 482 
28. Ray, N. R., QQJjt. Vol.-1, pp. 183-187 
29. For details see the research paper of Prof. Samanta, S. in Panskura Banamali College Patrika, 1964-65, pp. 10-11. 
30. Majumdar, A. C., History of Ancient Bengal, 1971, p. 643 
31. Sarma, Bina Kumari, Somavamsi Rule in Orrisa p. 23. 
32. ~.pp.37-38 
33. Basu, Jageshchandra, Mednipurer ltihas, 2nd ed , p. 103 
34. Majumdar, R. C., History of Mediaeval Bengal, p. 74 
35. Pas, H. C., Cultural Development in Orissa, pp. 75-76. 
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As a result of the annexation of Orissa along with Midnapore, the boundary of Bengal 
under Sulaiman Karrani was enlarged to a great extent. For a time Bengal again became a 
predominent power in north-eastern India from Kuch frontier to Puri in Orissa and from the 
Son to the Brahmaputra under Sulaiman Karrani.(36l 

But his son Daud Karrani lost the independence of Bengal as he considered himself 
strong enough to cast off his allegiance to the Emperor Akbar, the allegiance apparently and 
prudently maintained by his predecessors. On March 3, 1575, Munim Khan, the Mughal 
General decisively defeated Daud Karrani at the battle of Tukaroi, nine miles south - east of 
Dantan Railway Station. Daud surrendered himself at the feet of Munim Khan at Cuttak and 
the ceremony which was observed on that occasion proclaimed the de juri annexation of 
Bengal to the Mughal Empire. 

"The defeat of Daud Karrani on the battle - field of Tukaroi registered a claim to sover
eignty, It did little more. Secure in his possesson of Orissa, Daud continued to give trouble. 
Shielded by mighty rivers, lsa Khan and the Bhunias enjoyed the fullest freedom and chal
lenged actively the authority of the Mughals. On the battle field of Rajmahal in July, 1576 
the Mughals conquered Bengal a second time. Daud was executed and a great obstacle to 
consolidation of Mughal power was thus removed. But Mughal rule in Bengal was yet from 
secure. (37l The fall of the Karrant dynasty created a political vacum, encouraging the local 
landlords to make encroachments upon each other's estates. The absence of central au
thority also encouraged the turbulent Afghans ot look forward for new avenues in Bengal 
and Bihar. From time to time the local Afghan Chiefs and the Hindu landlords rose in revolts 
which made the consolidation of the Mughal power in Bengal almost impossible. Practically 
"the history of the years 1575-1604 is a sickening monotonous tale of local offensive with 
varying results but no final decision and the temporary expansion and retreat of the imperial 
power, while the weak and the innocent suffered at the hands of both the parties"(381 

The Mughal - Afghan hostilities for political supremacy in Bengal came to an end by the 
beginning of 1605, the year of retirement of Raja Man Singha from Bengal. (39 l However, "the 
consolidation of the Mughal power in Bengal and the pacification of the province really be
gan in 1594".(40) Thus the territory of Bengal was incorporated within the Mughal Empire dur
ing the reign of Akbar between 1576 and 1582 A.D. Under Akbar the kingdom of Bengal 
was divided into nineteen Sarkars(41 l for administrative convenience as listed in Todar Mal's 
assessment. Since then the Mughal historians call Bengala (Bengal) as Suba-i-Bengala. 
However, the area covered by the nineteen sarkars of Suba-i-Bengala was similar to that of 
the area covered by the five administrative divisions Radha, Vanga, Varendra, Bagdi and 
Mithila - which comprised the dominion of Vallalasena.(42 l The area of Suba-i-Bangala was 
extended during the successors of Akbar. 

Though the consolidation of the Mughal power in Bengal really began in 1594, imperial 
authority in Bengal was not fully consolidated till the beginning of the reign of Jahangir. The 
reign of Jahangir proved to be "a formulative period of Bengal history". It was due to the 
sincere efforts of the Viceroys that the whole of Bengal was brought under effective impe
rial control and "the province had attained a geographical political entity unknown for a long 
time before." 

36. Sarkar (Ed.) History of Bengal, Vol.-11, p. 181 
37. Raychaudhuri, T. K., Bengal under Akbar and Jahangir, p. 1 

38. Sarkar (Ed.), History of Bengal, Vol.-11, p. 193 

39. Ray, A.C., History of Bengal (Mughal period), p. 49 

40. Raychaudhuri T.K., .QQ&il., p. 2 

41. Chatterjee A. Bengal in the reign of Aurangzeb, pp. 7-9 

42. !QiQ, p.9 
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O'Malley says that "the rule of Oriyas lasted for about four centuries and a half, and 
Midnapore, as a frontier tract, was constantly exposed to raids and invasions." Some infor
mation about the internal condition of Midnapore of that time may be gathered from the biog
raphies of Lord Chaitanya who passed through the district on his way to Nilachal. Then the 
country was in a disturbed state. Pirates roved on the rivers and robbers plundE)red on the 
land. Cultivation decreased and trade dwindled, thus helping to complete dislocation in all 

sphare of life. 

Midnapore had immense sufferings as a result of the prolonged Afghan-Mughal, 

Maratha-Mughal and Maratha-British hostilities. During the troublesome period of political 
turmoils, depradation, pilliage and uncertainty, the shape of Midnapore district had been 

changed time and again. In the reign of Shah Jahan, Orissa was under the control of his 
second son Shah Shuja, the Governor of Bengal. In his time the Sarkar Jaleswar, including 

Midnapore district, was cut off from Orissa and annexed to Bengal. 

In spite of that trade flourished to some extent during the Mughal Period. Tamluk lost its 

old importance, but Hijili became a great trade centre and ships from outside India began to 
come there for loading marchandise. The Portuguese had an agency at Hijili, but the 

Mughals ousted them in 1636.<43l The Dutch began to trade there in the 2nd quarter of the 
17th century. Then the French and the English extended their trade in the interior of this dis
trict. 

While the English enthroned Mir Kasim, the son-in-law of Mir Jatar, as Nawab, the new 

Nawab offered the English three districts of which Midnapore was one but the whole district 

did not figure in the gift. So the British Resident discharged the duties of commercial Agent, 

Political officer and Military Governor from Midnapore. About 1800 the two salt divisions
Tamluk and Hijili were transferred to the Hooghly district. <44l Ghatal and Chandrakona 

thanas were also the part of the Hooghly district after 1795. But they were finally trans

ferred to Midnapore in 1872. However, the present shape of Midnapore district was realised 
after exclusion and inclusion tor a number of time. Already the Pataspur Paragana which 
had been under the Maratha was ceded to the English in 1803. 

Section - B 

Soci o-rel ig io-cu ltu ral-backg round 

Before the establishment of Vedic social structure durmg the Gupta penod, their reli
gious beliefs, customs and culture had not been accepted in Bengal. The reason 1s not far 
to seek. The linguistic as well as ethnological evidence indicates that the Bengali seems to 

be the mixture of four races - the Kol, the Dravidian, the Mongalian and the Aryan and it 
was only under the Guptas that Bengal came fully under the influence of the Aryan cul
ture.<45l "Thus Bengal was pre-Aryan in socio-religio-cultural outlook for a long period after 

the settlement of the Aryans in India and the vast majority of the population who belonged 

to the first three races, had very little to do with the superior deities of Hinduism, Buddhism 

and Jainism and they had created many deities and had practised many religious rites and 
ceremonies in their own ways".<46l 

43. 0' Malley, L.S.S., ~ p. 31 
44. !Qi.Q,p.42 
45. Majumdar (Ed.), History of Bengal, Vol.-1, pp. 374ft., 563-565. 
46. Maity P K .. Popular Cults. Legends and stories in Ancient Bengal, p.1 
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During the Gupta period and from there onwards the traditional caste structure of Brah

man, Kshatriya, Vaishya and Sudra - found a footing in Bengal. Gradually a good number of 
varied castes had their origins as known from the Brihad-dharma Purana and the 
Brahamavaivarta Purana. Besides the different castes many tribes also existed especially 
in Midnapore. These include Santals, Mundas, Lodhas, Kharias, Mahalis and" a large num
ber of aboriginal derivatives like the Savaras, the Chairmars, the Kakmaras and the 
Mahatos - most of whom still cling to their pristine old culture."(47l Thus the social 

organisation of Midnapore in ancient period was the existence of innumerable castes and 

sub-castes along with primitive people as represented by different tribes and aboriginals as 
cited earlier. Therefore it may be concluded with greater amount of certainly that the then 
society was divided into various layers namely the Kom society or tribal society, the society 
guided by the Buddhist monks as we know well that Tamralipta was a great centre of Bud
dhism and Buddhist bearing and culture,(48l the society controlled by the Jaina preachers as 
we are well informed that a branch of Jainism named as Tamalithiya(49l which, according to 

Prof. N.R. Ray, had its origin from the place name of Tamralipta(so) and the society controlled 
by the Brahmans. 

The coming of the Muslims in Bengal in the early 13th century and their domination as 
rulers had affected the Hindu socio-religio-cultural life to some extent. However such influ
ence in those aspects in Midnapore came as we have already observed that the Muslim 
domination started after its conquest in 1568. Before that the tribal culture, Oriya culture 
and Bengali culture predominated in Midnapore thus making it a fertile land for cultural syn
thesis. The culture is nothing but the reflection of the totality of a society. A close analysis 
of different cultural traits may be concluded that all the streams of culture flowed in the re
gion of our study. 

The inhabitants of Bengal as a whole in the mediaeval period may badly be classified. 
When the Muslims began to settle in this country the whole mass of the Indian people used 
to be called as 'Hindu'. In the ancient period, besides many primitive people represented by 
various tribes genetically termed in Bengali as Koms, people of three religious systems -
Hindu, Buddhist and Jaina lived in Bengal but in the mediaeval period there existed only 
Hindus and a few Buddhists. References to the existence of Buddhists and the discussion 
between the Buddhist 9.lJ..[!J and Sri Chaitanya have been made in the Chaitanya 
Bhagavata(51 l and Chaitanya Charitamrita.(52 l No literary reference to the existence of the 

Jainas has not been found so far. As Tamralipta, a part of Midnapore was an important cen
tre of Buddhism in ancient period, it is presumed that in the mediaeval period some Bud
dhist families existed there. However, there is no positive evidence in support of this hy
pothesis. Besides the caste Hindus people belonging to different tribes lived there in the 
mediaeval period. Invasions and migrations due to various political and economic factors ef
fected the population compsition of this boarder district. 

A closer study of the mediaeval Bengali literature reveals that the use of weapons of 

warfare i.e. the duties of the Kshatriyas was done by the Sudras as well as by the people 

47. Bhowmik P.K. Socio-Cultural Profile of Frontier Bengal, p.4 

48. Maity P. K. "Buddhism atTamralipts" in lndological studies (Prof. D. C. Sircar Commemoration Volume) Ed. by Maity, S 
K. and Thakur, U., New Delhi, pp. 135-139 with six plates. 

49. Ray, N. R. Qlliit., Vol.-2, pp. 625-626. 

50 fu.iQ.p.626 

51. Brindaban Das: Chaitanyabhagavat, (Ed.) by Sen.S.pp. 10, 109 

52. Krishnadas Kaviraj: Chaitanyacharitamrita. (Ed.) by Sen. S, Sahitya Akademy, New Delhi, pp. 161, 197, 198. 
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of low castes in this country. The Bagdis, the Doms and such other low caste people be
came efficient in warfare since the hoary past.(53l Even their popularity in Midnapore as 

club-men, watchmen and other attendants remained till the first quarter of the 20th century. 

We have already noticed that the Muslim began to settle in Midnapore in the later half of 
the 16th century after its incorporation within the Mughal empire, However, in some parts of 

Bengal Muslim settlement began earlier after its conquest by a band of Turkey soldiers. Af
ter that the conversion of the local people belonging to the socially depressed low caste 
Hindus and Buddists was in vogne due to the efforts of Muslim rulers and officials as well 
as by the Muslim saints known as Pirs and Gazis.(54l As a result the number of Muslim 

population increased.(55 l 

In the begining of the 16th century A.D., while writing about Bengal, the Portuguese 

traveller Durate B¥1osa records that, "in Bengal many idolator Hindus adopted Islam every
day in order to earn the favour of the Sultan and his officers".(56 l Both the Hindus and the 
Muslims lived in Midnapore in the Mediaeval period as is evident from the present day ex

istence of the temples and the mosques, constructed for their respective places of worship 
and prayer as well as from their permanent residence for a few generations. 

We have already noticed that pre-Aryan socio-religio-cultural out look was pre-dominant 
in Bengal as a whole and Midnapore in particular. Therefore in this district anti-Brahmanical 

movements got easy entry as evident from the spread and popularity of Jainism and Bud
dhism in the ancient period(57l and Vaishnavism in the mediaeval period. This non

Brahmanical attitude owing to the peculiar population composition of the frontier district, 
helped the spread of neo-Vaishnavism, to a great extent in the place of our study. However, 

the general picture of the socio-religious life of the people of Bengal was some-what differ
ent. A sixteenth century poet Brindaban Das writes 

dharma karma lake sabe ei matra Jane 
mangal chandir git kare jagarane 
dambha kari vishahari puje kun jan 
puttali karaye keha diya bahu dhan 

dhana nasta kare putrakanyar bivaya 
***************************************** 

vasali pujaye keha nana upachare 

madya managsa diya keha yaksha puje kare(581 

Free translation : People are accustomed with various social functions and religious ritu
als viz: to hear the songs of Mangal Chandi (a folk goddess) by keeping vigil at night, to 

worship Vishahari (a name of the snake goddess Manasa) with pride after making (earthen) 
images of deities by spending much wealth and to waste enormous wealth on the occa
sions of marriages of sons and daughters. Further, the worship of the folk goddess Vasali 

(Vasu/i) is performed with various sacrificial offerings. Even the Yaksha worship is 
performed by offering wine and meat. 

53. Mukhopadhyay, A., Unis Sataker Samaj 0 Sanskriti p.19 
54. "Gazi signifies a conqueror one who makes war upon infiles". (Tabakat-i-Nasiri, (Ed.) by Raverty, p. 70, Note-2) 
55. Karim, A. Social History of the Muslims in Bengal, pp. 39-139 Majumdar, R.C. (Ed.), Bangladeser ltihas (Madhya Yug), 

pp. 231-235. 
56. Majumdar, R.C.- History of Mediaval, Bengal, p.56. 
57. Maity, P.K., Dharma-Jiban 0 Dhyan-dharana in Medinipurer : ltihas 0 Sanskritir Bibartan, Vol. 2, pp. 280-284 
58. Brindaban Das Chaitnyabhagavata, (Ed.) by Sen. S, pp. 7-8 
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Such was the condition Bengalee Hindu society at the time of the birth of Sri Chaitanya. 

On the other hand no body cares to worship Lord Krishna.(59 l Even the Brahmins, elites 

and the people in general criticised the Vaishnavas, (though a few in number) for their 

activities especially Hari Sankirtana as irreligions, irrational and against the traditional reli
gious practices of the then Bengali Hindu society. The following narration of the 

Chaitanyabhagavata throws light on this point. 

"kenaba krishner nritya kenaba krandan 

kare ba vaishnava buli kiba sankritan 

kichhu nahi jane lok dhana putra ase 

sakal pashanda meli vaishnvere base 

chari bhai srevas miliya nija ghare 

nisa haile harinam gay uchcha svare 

suniya pashndi bale haila pramad 

e brahman karivek gramer uchckhad 

mahatibra narapati yavan ihar 

e akhyan sunile pramad nadiyar 

keha bale e baman eil gram haite 

ghar bhangi ghuchai petai niya srote"(60l 

Free Translation : Why is the dance to worship Krishna? Why is the signing of hymns? 

Who are called Vaishnavas? What is Sankirtana? The people; 1gnorant of significance of 

such thing, desire only for wealth and children. The wicked, meeting together, ridicule the 

Vaishnavas. Four brothers of Sribas including himself sing aloud the name of Hari at night 

m their house. Hearing this Pashandi (disbelievers in God) says, "It's a danger that this 

Brahmin will cause this village to be destroyed. If the powerful Javan ruler hears this, a 

nemesis will come at Nadia. Some say, "Let this Brahmin be driven out of this village or his 

thatch be broken and thrown into the river." 

Such was the condition of the Vaishnavas before the spread of neo Vaishnavism by Sri 

Chaitanya. In a word the Vaishnavas were humiliated for their performance of Sankirtana as 

the people believed that by doing Sankritana, the peace of God was disturbed and out of 

disgust he would bring natural calamity at the place of Sankritana. 

In Midnapore side by side with the worship of traditional Brahmanical deities, many folk 

deities namely Mangal Chandi, Manasa, Dharma Thakur, Shashthi, Sitala, Kalu Roy, 

Panchanda, Panchu Thakur etc., were widely worshipped in the mediaeval period.(61 l Even a 

few Pirs and ~ were also worshipped. The observance of festivals in honour of different 

deities, namely Siva (Sivaratri and Gajan), Lord Jagannatha (Rathayatra), Lord Krishna 

(Janmashtami, Rasyatra and Dol Utsav), Durga, Kali etc., was in vogne. (62 l 

59. J.Q.i.Q, p.8 
60. J.Q.i.Q. 

61. Maity P.K., Laukik Debdebi in Medinigurer ltihas 0 ~skritir Bibartan, Vol. 2, (Ed.) by Das and Ray, pp. 353-363. 

62. J.!;lli;!, by the same author, pp. 297351. 
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Now we shall say something about the state of Islam in the broad prespective of Bengal 
as there is no positive direct evidence to depict the position of Islam at the time of the 
preaching neo-Vaishnavism. Of the five basic tenets of Islam, the first three viz. Imam, 
Namaz and BQu were regularly practised by the Bengalee Muslims as recorded in only lit
erature.(63l But regarding Hazi and Jakat no reference is found in our literature. A few 
unauthorised Islamic practices such as the growth of Mollaism (like the Hindu priests), 
paying homage to the Pirs by offering candles at their dargahs in the evening, taking amu
lets, caste distiction, indulgence in superstitions etc. were observed by the Muslims of Ben
gal. 

However, a culture synthesis between Hinduism and Islam grew up in the mediaeval 
period based on the cult of bhakti already in vogue in ancient India. Preachers like 
Ramananda, Kabir, Sri Chaitanya, Nanak, Ramdev and so on the one hand and the sufis 
and the Pirs on the other hand laid much stress on the cult of bhakti as the only means of 
getting favour of God or Allah. As a result the bhakti cult or the religion of devotion has 
formed a deep root in the place of our study which is clearly seen from our present study. 

*** 

63. Mukudaram, Kavikankan, ~. Basumati (Ed) pp 67 to 86, Dvija Madava : Mangal Chandir Gil, (Ed.) by 
Bhattacharya, S., pp. 71-74, DviJa Ramdev: Abhyamangal, ed. by Das. A . pp. 78-84. 
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